Abstract-The paper gives futuristic challenges disscussed in the cvpaper.challenge. In 2015 and 2016, we thoroughly study 1,600+ papers in several conferences/journals such as CVPR/ICCV/ECCV/NIPS/PAMI/IJCV.
INTRODUCTION
I N the last decade, the computer vision field has greatly developed as the results of revolutional techniques. Image representations like SIFT [1] , Haar-like [2] and HOG [3] have made dramatically advances in the problems, both specified object recognition and image matching. More advanced algorithms achieved general object recognition (e.g. BoW [4] , SVM) and 3D reconstruction in a large space [5] . However, the most influenced algorithm is to be a deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) in 2012. The most significant CNN result was obtained by AlexNet in the ILSVRC2012 [6] , which remains the image recognition leader with 1,000 classes. The effectiveness of transfer learning and parameter fine-tuning was shown with a pretrained DCNN model [7] . Recently, the DCNN framework is assigned in various problems such as stereo matching [8] , 3D recognition [9] , motion representation [10], denoising [11] , edge detection [12] and optical flow [13] . Undoubtedly, the current area of interest has been shifting a next step, such as temporal analysis, unsupervision/weak supervision, worldwide analysis, generative model and reconstruction.
However, the most important thing is to devise ideas to make a new problem. The recent conferences such as CVPR [15] • T. Suzuki is with National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) and Keio University.
• K. Abe 1 . Currently the project is run by around 20 members representing different organizations. We here describe our activities divided by (i) reading and (ii) writing papers.
Reading papers
Reading international conference papers clearly provides various advantages other than gaining an understanding of the current standing of your own research, such as acquiring ideas and methods used by researchers around the world. We therefore undertook to extensively read papers, summarize them, and share them with others working in the same field. In the first year 2015, we focused on the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR) that is known as the top-tier conference in the field of computer vision, pattern recognition, and related fields. As the first step of this endeavor, we undertook to read all the 602 papers accepted during the CVPR2015 [83] , [84] , [85] , [86] , [87] , [88] , [89] , [90] , [91] , [92] , [93] , [94] , [95] , [96] , [97] , [98] , [99] , [100] , [101] , [102] , [103] , [104] , [105] , [106] , [107] , [108] , [109] , [110] , [111] , [112] , [113] , [114] , [115] , [116] , [117] , [118] , [119] , [120] , [121] , [122] , [123] , [124] , [125] , [126] , [127] , [128] , [129] , [130] , [131] , [132] , [133] 
Writing papers
We have proposed a mechanism for the systematization of knowledge, the generation of sophisticated ideas, and as well as the writing papers especially in new research problems [27] . The mechanism is composed of the following: 
FUTURISTIC COMPUTER VISION
The paper predicts futuristic computer vision and introduces our researches above the line. We list the 9 topics: 1) Pure motion representation in video 2) Generalizing 3D representation 3) World-level recognition and reconstruction 4) Fully-automatic dataset creation with WWW, CG, automation 5) Transforming and understanding physical quantity 6) Looking at latent knowledge in an image 7) Self-supervised learning 8) (AI) History repeats itself 9) The pixel redefinition
Pure motion representation in video
In the past few years, convolutional neural networks have made great contributions to image recognition. Undoubtedly, the current area of interest has been shifting a temporal analysis of video input, such as action recognition and motion representation. These techniques are expected to be useful in such areas as visual surveillance, autonomous driving, and VR/AR. Various video recognition frameworks have been proposed, but as yet, there is no (enough) de facto standard for the field of motion representation. To tackle this urgent issue, the research field has tried various approaches, including conducting a workshop to elicit ideas for representing motion [34] .
In this era of deep learning, the two-stream CNN [10] has replaced most of the hand-crafted approaches used on human action datasets. Two-stream CNN efficiently categorizes human actions using the RGB image (spatial stream) and flow image (temporal stream), and it performs better than either DT or IDT. We note that use of the spatialstream achieved over 70% on the UCF101 dataset [29] ; that is, the per-frame RGB feature was able to categorize the 101 action classes without a temporal feature. The action datasets mainly occupies background areas against to the human areas in the image sequences. This still shows that there is a problem with background dependency, and it is important to find a more sophisticated way to represent motion. Here we introduce our "Human Action Recognition without Human" [35] and "Motion Representation with Acceleration Images" [36] . Especially in the "Human Action Recognition without Human", we have validated the background effects in video recognition. Moreover in the "Motion Representation with Acceleration Images", we propose an additional motion representation from a conventional descriptor.
Human Action Recognition without Human [35] Motion representation is frequently discussed in human action recognition. We have examined several sophisticated options, such as dense trajectories (DT) and the two-stream convolutional neural network (Two-Stream CNN). However, some features from the background could be too strong, as shown in some recent studies on human action recognition (for example, the spatial-stream in Two-Stream CNN can recognize 70 % on UCF101 without temporal information). Therefore, we considered whether a background sequence alone can classify human actions in current largescale action datasets (e.g., UCF101). In the research, we propose a novel concept for human action analysis that is named "human action recognition without human" (see Figure 1 ). An experiment clearly shows the effect of a background sequence for understanding an action label. The setting is shown in Figure 2 .
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of human action recognition without human. However, we should not have done that kind of thing. The motion representation from a background sequence is effective to classify videos in a human action database. We demonstrated human action recognition in with and without a human settings on the UCF101 dataset. The results show the setting without a human (47.42 %; without human setting) was close to the setting with a human (56.91%; with human setting). We must accept this reality to realize better motion representation.
Motion Representation with Acceleration Images [36]
Referring to the [35] , we propose the simple but effective representation of using "acceleration images" to represent a change of a flow image. The Figure 3 shows the visual comparison. The acceleration images must be significant because the representation is different from position (RGB) and speed (flow) images. We apply two-stream CNN as the baseline; then, we employ an acceleration stream in addition to the spatial and temporal streams. The acceleration images are generated by differential calculations from a sequence of flow images. Although the sparse representation tends to be noisy data (see Figure 3) , automatic feature learning with CNN can significantly pick up a necessary feature in the acceleration images.
Generalizing 3D representation
We believe that a 3-dimensional XY Z data must be further improved for real-world understanding. The conventional approaches such as SpinImages [38] , SHOT [39] have accelerated recognition performance in 3D point clouds. Moreover the Multi-View CNN (MVCNN) [9] and Deep Sliding Shapes (DSS) [40] have been employed in the age of deep learning. The MVCNN proposed a view-free recognition through per-view learning and view-pooling from 12 viewpoints. The DSS executed both 3D object proposal and 2D-3D object classification in 3D space.
However, the current 3D object recognition is focusing on so-called specific object recognition not about the general 3D object recognition. The breakthrough in 3D object recognition may occur if a model learns flexible models which generalize 3D object shapes like ImageNet pretrained model in 2D image recognition [7] . The pre-trained model is also strong at transfer learning with activation features. Here we must try to propose a bigger database and sophisticated model in addition to the recent frameworks. By comparing the ShapeNet Core-55 (3D-DB) with the ImageNet (2D-DB), we must collect a bigger scale 3D data to train a sophisticated model for general 3D object recognition. The architecture should be improved.
World-level recognition and reconstruction
Recently, the world-level analysis is being done with geotagged images from web-photo and social networking servises. The geo-tagged images include GPS information, time-stamp in addition to the image itself. We have confirmed a couple of innovative algorithms by combining geotagged information and image data. One of the achievement is undoubtedly "Building Rome in a Day [5] " with structurefrom-motion (SfM). The recent SfM problem is implemented wider area in "Reconstructing the World in Six Days [41] ". The kinds of 3D reconstruction have developed visionbased algorithm such as keypoint matching and bundle adjustment.
On one hand, an integrated method both scene recognition and geo-tagged image analysis is proposed in City Perception [42] . The city-scale analysis is based on the scene recognition with stacked likelihood from the PlaceCNN [43] .
We can improve the world-level reconstruction and recognition since the world-level 3D reconstruction stays in certain landmarks estimation, and the city perception focuses arbitrary images at each city. One of the causes is the dataset scale, in which the city perception has only a couple of million to treat world-level recognition. One more reason is the lack of semantic labeling (e.g. object detection, semantic segmentation) in an image. The recent semantic labeling effectively helps to enhance concept-level annotations such as object categories and building attributes. In the scene parsing, the ADE20K dataset [44] is proposed in the ILSVRC2016 to build up detailed scene-and object-level segmentations which contain 150 categories. Moreover, we can get 10 7 -order images from Web, SNS and map data. What can we estimate from 10 7 geo-tagged images and detailed scene parsing?
We here introduce our "Changing Fashion Cultures" [37] to analyze world-wide fashion trends (see Figure 4) .
Changing Fashion Cultures [37]
The research presents a novel concept that analyzes and visualizes worldwide fashion trends. Our goal is to reveal cutting-edge fashion trends without displaying an ordinary fashion style. To achieve the fashion-based analysis, we created a new fashion culture database (FCDB), which consists of 76 million geo-tagged images in 16 cosmopolitan cities. By grasping a fashion trend of mixed fashion styles, the paper also proposes an unsupervised fashion trend descriptor (FTD) using a fashion descriptor, a codeword vetor, and temporal analysis. To unveil fashion trends in the FCDB, the temporal analysis in FTD effectively emphasizes consecutive features between two different times. In experiments, we clearly show the analysis of fashion trends (see Figure 5 ) and fashion-based city similarity (see Figure 6 ). As the result of large-scale data collection and an unsupervised analyzer, the proposed approach achieves world-level fashion visualization in a time series.
Fully-automatic dataset creation with WWW, CG, automation
What if we were able to automatically generate a large-scale database like ImageNet? There are some fully-automated database such as YFCC100M [45] (flickr style), CG pedestrian data [46] (computer graphics) and iLab-20M [47] (automation technology) regardless of w/ or w/o object-level categories. Hereafter the increase of fully-automated dataset is expected. More recent research, for example, the generative adversarial nets (GANs) [48] achieved image generation close to real data. Style transfer (e.g. photo transfer [49] ) has also been developing realistic data generation from image pairs. Now we are cooperating annotation tasks with computers to create an image database [50] , [51] . To alleviate human burden, a computer (i) ask a question to human [50] , (ii) proposal detection of ground truth [51] . Hereafter the framework improves dataset quality, and we expect that the dataset creation is done by fully-automatic annotation. There are a couple of annotation techniques such as robot hands, automation, simulator and gaming for dataset creation. Although the current work is being developing, an image [48] /video [52] generator (e.g. generative adversarial nets) create a realistic data. Near future we will get a wider and bigger XYZ data with the kind of generator.
Transforming and understanding physical quantity
Thanks to the recent ConvNet and RecurrentNet, a physical transformation from image sequence to audio is achieved in [53] . The physical quantity transformation called "Visually Indicated Sounds" mapped video to audio. Although the technique combined a simple CNN+LSTM combined model, a generated sound cannot be easily classified (cannot be done even by a human). This is the first example that passed a sound turing test.
Looking at latent knowledge in an image
In the topic we have published a couple of papers such as "Academy Award Prediction" [58] , "Transitional Action Recognition" [60] .
Academy Award Prediction [58]
The research aims at estimating the winner of world-wide film festival from the exhibited movie poster. The task is an extremely challenging because the estimation must be done with only an exhibited movie poster, without any film ratings and boxoffice takings. In order to tackle this problem, we have created a new database which is consist of all movie posters included in the four biggest film festivals. The movie poster database (MPDB) contains historic movies over 80 years which are nominated a movie award at each year. We apply a couple of feature types, namely hand-craft, mid-level and deep feature to extract various information from a movie poster. Our experiments showed suggestive knowledge, for example, the Academy award estimation can be better rate with a color feature and a facial emotion feature generally performs good rate on the MPDB. The research may suggest a possibility of modeling human taste for a movie recommendation.
Semantic Change Detection [59]
Change detection is the study of detecting changes between two different images of a scene taken at different times. By the detected change areas, however, a human cannot understand how different the two images. Therefore, a semantic understanding is required in the change detection research such as disaster investigation. The research proposes the concept of semantic change detection, which involves intuitively inserting semantic meaning into detected change areas. The concept is shown in Figure 9 . We mainly focus on the novel semantic segmentation in addition to a conventional change detection approach. In order to solve this problem and obtain a high-level of performance, we propose an improvement to the hypercolumns representation [131] , hereafter known as hypermaps, which effectively uses convolutional maps obtained from CNN. We also employ multi-scale feature representation captured by different image patches. We applied our method to the TSUNAMI Panoramic Change Detection dataset [781] , and re-annotated the changed areas of the dataset via semantic classes (see Figure 10) . The results show that our multi-scale hypermaps provided outstanding performance on the re-annotated TSUNAMI dataset.
Transitional Action Recognition [60]
We address transitional actions class as a class between actions (see Figure 7) . Transitional actions should be useful for producing short-term action predictions while an action is transitive. However, transitional action recognition is difficult because actions and transitional actions partially overlap each other. To deal with this issue, we propose a subtle motion descriptor (SMD) that identifies the sensitive differences between actions and transitional actions (see Figure 8) . The two primary contributions in this research are as follows: (i) defining transitional actions for short-term action predictions that permit earlier predictions than early action recognition, and (ii) utilizing convolutional neural network (CNN) based SMD to present a clear distinction between actions and transitional actions. Using three different datasets, we will show that our proposed approach produces better results than do other state-of-the-art models. The experimental results clearly show the recognition performance effectiveness of our proposed model, as well as its ability to comprehend temporal motion in transitional actions.
Self-supervised learning
We should learn from the remarkable self-supervised learning like picking robots [62] and AlphaGo [61] . However, the learning systems operate only in a limited enviroment. In the next step we must extend the learning systems. For further explanation about 2.7, see other papers.
(AI) History repeats itself
The use of neural net and hand-crafted feature is repeated in the computer vision field (see Figure 11) . The suggestive knowledge motivates us to study an advanced hand-crafted feature after the DCNN in the recent 3 rd AI. We anticipate that the hand-crafted feature should collaborate with deeply learned parameters since an outstanding performance is achieved with the automatic feature learning.
The 1 st AI has started from the perceptron [68] which is the basic theory in neural networks. The (simple) perceptron is constructed by 2-layer with input and output layers. The iteration of AI booms and winters (e.g. edge detection [69] , Neocognitron [71] , back prop. [70] , CNN [72] , SIFT [1] , HOG [3] , Deep Learning [6] ) may suggest us to propose the next generation algorithms.
At each AI boom, combined framework with genetic algorithm (GA) and neural net is coming to improve the parameter and architecture. The GA was proposed in 1970s [73] and improved the framework in [74] . In the current AI boom, the GA framework is employed into deep neural networks [75] . They applied several components and parameters such as convolution, pooling, batch normalization to adaptively learn an optimized architecture. The evolutional architecture achieved a comparative rate to the Wide ResNet [1213] on the CIFAR dataset.
What is the next movement? According to the previous stream, hand-crafted feature will be occurred. However, the current deep learned representation is enough strong, the DNN framework can exclude a rise of an improved handcrafted feature. Therefore how about extending the space from 2D image to 3D volume data, like xyz (real space) or xyt (video stream)? We have only very early standard approaches such as PointNet [81] , [82] and C3D [1080] . Does the deep learning continue to be used as it is, or the local features are revisited? This flow is remarkable. Of course we must keep to propose the novel frameworks, not limited to these two.
The pixel redefinition
Camera obscura is said to be the origin of the camera [79] . A photo is manually recorded by an image projected on a wall. The current RGB-image system computationally imitates the camera obscura. However, is this mechanism still useful in the era of deep learning? The digital image recognition has progressed considerably, but it is saturated on the other hand.
How about the pixel structure if it is a form that is advantageous for recognition and 3D reconstruction. The theme on post-pixel may be discussed.
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